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and improves safety across Goya’s
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Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare says…

“PMA tremendously impacts the Methodist
Le Bonheur Healthcare workers'
compensation program. Via hands-on
interaction, and effective and efficient
by PMA and an outside fleet safety vendor, rollover accidents
claims handling services, our
organizational value of 'Be treated well'by drivers at this facility stopped completely.
Despite Goya’s increasing production and hiring more
extends in highest form to our Associates.”

employees, auto claims frequency is down 25% over the last
three policy years, with severity down 23%.

Leveraging Technology for Safety

— Brunetta Garner
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managers in more effectively managing claims. Early on, Goya
Foods was reporting new claims in 18 days. Since increasing
managers’ awareness and knowledge, the company is
reporting claims within 2.4 days on average, with 71%
reported within three days.
“Rapid response to injuries and prompt reporting of claims has
shortened lost-time due to injuries, thereby returning workers
to their jobs and increasing productivity,” says Hanstein.

Auto Claims Severity Reduced by Half

“Rapid response to injuries and
prompt reporting of claims has
shortened lost-time due to injuries,
thereby returning workers to their
jobs and increasing productivity.”
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Unanue, Executive Vice President of Goya Foods. “Those
Those efforts have paid off—most notably at one Goya
savings have helped the company expand its operations.”
facility where, previously, a large number of rollover tractortrailer accidents had resulted in $158,000 of workers’
2016
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